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Abstract. Phonetic transcription of continuous speech databases is an important 

and necessary task for speech synthesis and recognition. Manual transcription 

requires well-trained experts and is time-consuming. So, it becomes more and 

more usual to implement automatic or semi-automatic transcription procedures. 

However, it is well known that pronunciation variations and coarticulation 

phenomena involve serious problems for automatic transcribers. This paper 

describes an approach to automatically label a continuous speech database at 

phonetic level using orthographic transcription (word level) and a set of pre- 

built acoustic models to deal with pronunciation variations. These 

pronunciation variations arise from coarticulation phenomena. Common intra-

word and trans-word coarticulation phenomena will be described as well. 
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1   Introduction 

Careful manual transcription of a speech database produces best results comparing to 

automatic transcriptions. However, it requires a lot of resources and is usually a 

forbidden option to transcribe a large corpus. In [1] the authors refer more than one 

hundred times real-time to do manual transcriptions. Automatic or semi-automatic 

methods are often used to perform this task with accuracies that tend to manual 

transcriptions after several iterations. However, particularly in continuous speech, 

multi-pronunciations and coarticulation must be considered in the automatic 

transcriptions. 

Most of the work in this area, use forced alignment to deal with multi-

pronunciation. The alignment is achieved using a dictionary with all pronunciation 

variation and performing an utterance alignment to choose the correct variation. 

Obviously, this is a good solution for isolated words, but very inefficient to deal with 

coarticulation phenomena commonly present in a real speech. Other methods, like the 

DTW technique [2], are referred to produce accurate results, but they are rarely used.  

Many proposed approaches to perform automatic phone alignment are based on 

HMM modelling, e.g. [3]. In [4] a pos-processing stage is used, while in [3] the 

acoustic models are changed either by modifying its topology or by tying states and 



retraining the whole system thereafter to reflect continuous speech problems. Another 

approach, [5], changes the decoder network according to pronunciation rules.  

Forced alignment and some other proposed methods require changing the 

dictionary, the acoustic model topology or the recognition network. In the present 

paper we propose a method that produces a pronunciation network for each utterance 

taking into account pre-determined rules of intra- and trans-word coarticulations. 

This research draws on well known linguistic rules to generate pronunciation 

variants. A brief overview of the coarticulation topic is presented in section 2 with 

some relevant aspects of the coarticulatory model that resulted from the phonetic 

inspection of the database. Section 3 describes the automatic transcription system and 

section 4 presents experiments and results. Finally, section 5 presents some 

conclusions. 

2   Coarticulation 

The coarticulation term, in its original sense, refers to phone coalescence phenomena. 

One consequence of this coalescence is that resulting phones vary according to the 

characteristics of neighbouring segments. In fact, broadly speaking, the term 

coarticulation is often used to refer to this variation. The working definition of 

coarticulation has been consensual and its effects have been described in terms of 

their type (i.e., anticipatory or right-to-left, versus carryover or left-to-right) as well as 

their temporal sphere of influence (look-ahead model versus time-locked model) [6]. 

We considered that the hypothesis of underlying invariance and the reality of surface 

variability are displayed as a dynamic procedure. Each of that surface variability is 

called an alternative phone or allophone. The process of coarticulation exposed here is 

consistent with Functionalist theory of the Portuguese language [7], and Generativist 

premises [8]. It is also important to stress that our methodological option lies between 

phonologic distinctiveness and perceptual phonetics. Coarticulation phenomena are 

often characterised by the degree of pronunciation variation. Since we work on the 

linearity of utterance, our purpose does not require syllable structure neither 

diphthong scope. For convenience’s sake, our explanation of coarticulation 

phenomena does not work based on examination of how syntactic and prosodic rules 

interact. 

The two context chosen for this study are intra- and trans-word scope. We both 

consider the effects between neighbouring segments at the speech level and 

environments in which a phoneme could undergo changes. Only coarticulatory 

phenomena that are critical to this particular database are handled, such as deletions, 

additions and other linking rules. In fact, we have examined epenthesis and prothesis, 

the crasis and some sound quality transformation as clipping and assimilation. 

All these variations are incorporated in a pronunciation model, expressed in the 

EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) format. EBNF is a notation used to express 

context-free grammars. In this work two rules were used: (x|y) rule means that x or y 

occurs alternatively and the [x] rule implies that x is optional (could be omitted). The 

used phonetic alphabet is SAMPA [9]. Tables 1 and 2 report coarticulation effects 

related to specific environments. 



The intra-word coarticulation phenomena is based on sequences like [V-to-V] and 

[(V-to-(V-to-)C]. The following table presents common intra-word coarticulation. 

Table 1.  Common intra-word coarticulation rules. <V> corresponds to vowel, <C> 

corresponds to consonant and <V1> groups the phones [6 6~ a E e e~ o o~ O u u~]. 

Phone 

sequence 

Alternative 

pronunciation 

Coarticulation effects Lexicon examples (words) 

a6~ a[i]6~ epenthesis of an iod atraem, caem 

@<V1> ([@]|i)<V1> vowel quality transformation 

vereação, aérea, leal, candeeiro, 

leoa, afogueou, aldeola, 

anteontem, transeunte 

6i ([6]|e)i vowel quality transformation respeito, terreiro 

6E 6[i]E epenthesis of an iod maestro, israelita 

6Z (6|e)[i]Z 
epenthesis of an iod and|or 

vowel quality transformation 

igreja, deseja,  

graceja 

6J (6|e)[i]J 
 epenthesis of an iod and|or 

vowel quality transformation 

lenha, desenha,  

nortenha 

o@ o([@]|i) vowel quality transformation aperfeiçoe, desenjoe 

uo u([o]|O) vowel quality transformation quotidiano 

<C>ulu <C>[u]lu syncope of the first phone u século, escrúpulo, estímulo 

 

The trans-word coarticulation phenomena is based on sequences like [-V-to-V(-to-

C)-] or [-C-to-V(-to-C)-]. Descriptions with regard to the segment-boundary patterns 

occurring in a trans-word scope are provided in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Common trans-word coarticulation rules. <V> corresponds to vowel, while <C> 

corresponds to consonants. <V2> groups the phones [6 6~ e~ i o~ u u~]. <son.C> 

represents the sonorant consonantal like [b d g v z Z m n J L r l].  

Phone  

sequence 

Alternative 

pronunciation 

Coarticulation effects Lexicon examples 

(sentences) 

S sp S (S[sp]) S crasis of the S as chamas, os chicotes 

S sp <V> ((S [sp])|Z|z) 
clipping or quality transformation 

of the S 

todos os, 

as informações acerca 

S sp <son.C> 
((S[sp])|Z|S) sp 

<son.C> 

clipping or quality transformation 

of the S with assimilation 

críticas dirigidas, 

recibos verdes,  

S sp <son.C> 
((S[sp])|Z|S) sp 

<son.C> 

clipping or quality transformation 

of the S with assimilation 

críticas dirigidas, 

recibos verdes,  

sp @ sp ([@]|i) vowel quality transformation escola, estatuto, 

sp e sp ([e]|i) vowel quality transformation emulsão, evidente 

sp o sp (o|O) vowel quality transformation ocupa, olhar, ouvir 

6 sp 6  (6 [sp] 6)|a  
clipping of the 6 or crasis of the 66 

with vowel quality transformation  

Russia afirmou, 

era assim 

6 sp au (6 [sp] au)|au 
clipping of the 6 with vowel 

reduction or assimilation of the 6 

leva ao,  

a aula 

u sp <V2> [u[sp]] <V2> clipping or syncope of the u 

reembolso antecipado, 

ferro enferrujado, 

largo onde, vejo ursos 



3   Automatic Phonetic Transcription System 

Forced alignment is widely used to convert orthographic transcriptions into phone 

level transcriptions. This method produces a word network on the fly from a multi- 

pronunciation word dictionary. Our approach differs from forced alignment in that a 

network is produced for each sentence, by applying coarticulation rules to the 

standard phonetic transcription. The utterance is then decoded with this network and 

the result taken as the phonetic transcription. This method turns out to be more 

flexible because intra-word and especially trans-word pronunciation variations can be 

incorporated. The following example shows a sentence in which usual coarticulations 

may occur. The coarticulation between words “mesmo” and “os” and between “os” 

and “alunos” is also indicated Notice that the possible variations depend on the word 

context, and cannot be included in the dictionary as a context dependency. 

Table 3.  Example of coarticulations 

orthographic: "ontem      mesmo            os             alunos" 

phonetic: "o~t6~j~ sp me       Zmu  sp u   S sp       6lunuS" 

EBNF: "o~t6~j~[sp]m(e|6)[i]Zmu[[sp]u]((S[sp])|z|Z)6lunuS" 

 

The key of our approach is the generation of the EBNF syntax using predefined 

linguistic rules (as indicated in the previous sections) and a dictionary with standard 

transcription of all words considered in our database. The EBNF syntax is converted 

to an equivalent network (hypotheses grid) before decoding. 

The database used in this work is the Tecnovoz corpus [10]. It has about 232,000 

Portuguese utterances (around 184 hours) with 254 prompts of commands, 200 

prompts of natural numbers and 208 prompts of generic sentences. In this work, for 

model training and testing, only the sentence part was used. The consistency of the 

orthographic transcription was automatically evaluated, using a confidence measure 

based on scores derived from two different decoders. Therefore, from the original 

39,966 utterances, only 22,627 were used: 20,365 for training (90%) and 2,262 for 

testing (10%). These 22,627 utterances correspond to almost 31.5 hours of speech. 

However, the speech variability is low because there are only 208 different prompts 

with 1,456 different words. 

A set of initial acoustic models is needed to perform automatic transcription. Our 

initial acoustic models (for context free phones) were trained with the HTK toolkit 

[11]. We consider 37 phones for the Portuguese language, silence (sil) and short pause 

(sp), totalling 39 models of phones. The 37 phones for the Portuguese language and 

the model for silence have the same left-to-right topology with 3 emitting states. The 

short pause is a “tee model” with one emitting state. In the training, the number of 

mixtures is incremented until reaching 96. 

In order to compare forced alignment with our approach that incorporates 

coarticulation rules, two set of transcriptions were generated and used to train two set 

of models: with and without coarticulations. The forced alignment transcriptions of 

the training database generate 1,278,698 context free phones without counting silence 

and short pauses, while the transcriptions using coarticulation rules produce 1,224,528 



phones. The reason for this difference is that some coarticulation rules allow the 

skipping of phones and short pauses. 

4   Results 

The quality of the transcription system was tested using an indirect method. It 

consisted in performing recognition tests with acoustic models trained with and 

without coarticulation rules in the transcriptions. The results were evaluated using the 

utterances from the test set and the HVite decoder from the HTK toolkit [11]. The 

input to the decoder is a network consisting in a phone-loop with all phone models 

placed in parallel to allow any phone sequence. Because this is a unigram network, 

low accuracies are expected. A phone bigram was also considered. 

To generate transcriptions without coarticulation rules, forced alignment was used. 

In the test database, this generates 141,894 phones (excluding sp and sil) while our 

approach generates 135,742 phones. To evaluate the performance of both approaches, 

we use percentage accuracy defined as: 

Accuracy = (N - D - S – I ) / N. (1) 

where N is the number of phones in test database, D is the number of deletions, S is 

the number of substitutions errors and I is the number of insertions, occurring during 

the recognition task. We use this measure because it considers all errors occurred in 

the decoding process. The phone recognition results with a unigram network of 

phones for all the combinations of models and test transcriptions are presented in 

Table 4. 

Table 4.  Phone recognition accuracy on the test database. 

Transcriptions Models without coarticulation Models with coarticulation 

Reference without 

coarticulation 

47.31 % 47.73 % 

Reference with 

coarticulation 

49.00 % 49.62 % 

 

These results show an advantage in using coarticulation effects in transcriptions. In 

addition, we tested the quality of the models trained with and without coarticulation. 

Results also show that models trained with coarticulations have better performances 

in all scenarios. For example, for the case of phone @, we found that it is deleted 

more than 40 % of times. The forced alignment transcriptions do not deal with this 

situation and generate 117,642 transcriptions of @ compared to 68,432 transcriptions 

using coarticulation rules. This justifies the decrease of deletions errors caused by this 

phone. 

The trained models have low performance compared with current state of art. To 

obtain more accurate models, discriminative training was used by means of a 

minimum phone error method. Accuracy of 59.24 % is archived on the test database 

with five re-estimations and a phone bigram network. The results for the training 

database are 62.52 % with a unigram and 66.13 % with a bigram. 



Despite the restrictions in selecting the utterances, a preliminary observation 

showed some remaining inconsistent orthographic transcriptions. However, the main 

propose of this work is to confirm that coarticulation rules produce better 

transcriptions, which was indeed verified. 

5   Conclusion 

An approach to automatic transcription of continuous speech in phonetic level is 

presented. This approach deals with pronunciation variations that arise from 

coarticulation phenomena. This is done by generating a network with coarticulations 

rules for each sentence. 

Results show a relative accuracy increment of 4.9% by using coarticulations rules 

in the phonetic transcription generation. 

Future developments include the identification of inconsistent orthographic 

transcriptions, hesitations and non-linguistic events using the created acoustic models. 
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